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Lighting Controls Halve Energy Usage in 
High School Gymnasium
Bi-level lighting system retrofit yields immediate paybacks  

ILLUMRA reduced energy consumption by utilizing energy harvesting 
technologies and incorporating them with Bryan High School’s Gymnasium. 
The newly retrofitted system will reduce energy usage by more than 50% 
and improve lighting quality inside the gym. Using only existing wires, 
system integrators replaced the old single zone system; creating seven 
zones of energy efficient lighting control. Retrofit installation barriers were 
overcome by the energy harvesting and wireless attributes inherent to 
EnOcean-based lighting controls. The school’s lighting system was upgraded 
without having to run new wires anywhere, resulting in reduced energy 
consumption, expanded zonal control and improved  
lighting quality. 

COMPLETE GYMNASIUM LIGHTING RETROFIT
ILLUMRA’s wireless system replaced energy consuming HID (High Intensity 
Discharge) lights. The outdated HID lights featured geriatric turn-on 
rates and ran with single zone control technology (lights all turning on at 
once) meaning if one light was needed, every light had to be turned on. 
Additionally, the Jurassic system did not monitor the occupancy status of the 
gymnasium; causing the gymnasium to consume energy when not in use. 
The school recognized these inefficiencies and sought to: reduce energy 
consumption, add multiple-zone lighting control and improve lighting 
quality - using only the wires from the original HID system. EnOcean-based 
energy harvesting wireless controls was the only solution that met the 
school’s stringent requirements.

Bryan Senior High School, Ohio
Gymnasium Retrofit 

System Communications
�  Multi- zone control including  
 master switch
�  Repeaters for extending range
� Bi-level light ing
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The retrofitted solution achieved the following objectives:
 � Occupancy-based E nergy Conservation Manual ON / Automatic  
  OFF. Lights are turned on manually and automatically turned o� 
  when gym is not occupied.
 � Multi-zon e Lighting Control Using existing wires, self-powered 
  wireless controls were used to expand single-zone control to sev en-
  zone control of the same space.
 �  Improved Lighting Quality While reducing energy consumed, 
  the updated system also reduced the glare cast by the original HID 
  (High Intensity Discharge) lights.

CHALLENGES FACED, PROBLEMS SOLVED  
Utilizing the non-invasi ve nature of wireless and battery less retrofits, Bryan 
HS did not experience closure, aesthetics were preserved and inefficiencies 
were eliminated.
 �  Preserving aesthetics:  
  Wireless switches were easily attached to any specified area in the  
  gymnasium; no drilling, patching or additional    
  wiring required.
 �  HID lights provided poor quality, inefficient:   
  Provided controls for 7 rows of double-ballast fluorescent fixtures  
  using 42 room controllers, repeaters, 4 dual rocker and 4 single 
  rocker switches that implemented a bi-level lighting system with 
  manual-on/auto-o� functionality with high-bay occupancy sensors.
 � HID lights were sl ow to turn on, were organized into a single zone: 
  Seven Zones were created featuring low and high level lighting 
  attributes to fine tune lighting preferences and reduce power.

ILLUMRA WIRELESS CONTROLS 
The system provided controls for 7 rows of double-ballast fluorescent fixtures 
using 42 room controllers, repeaters, 4 dual rocker and 4 single rocker 
switches that implemented a bi-level lighting system with manual-on/auto-
o� functionality with high-bay occupancy sensors. The controls used in the 
installation are shown on the next page.



Room Controller 
The Manual ON / Auto OFF Room Controller is designed to 
save energy by automatically turning o� lights when a room 
is unoccupied. The small receiver also allows a switch that 
manually controls the lights.

Self-powered Light Switch
The Single Rocke r Wireless Light Switch controls one light 
or one group of lights. One switch can control an unlimited 
number of ILLUMRA Receivers that are within range.

Self-powered Dual-rocker Switch 
The Dual-rocker  Light Switch controls two lights or two groups 
of lights. Each rocker can separately control an unlimited 
number of ILLUMRA Receivers within range.

Relay Receiver + Repeater  
The Relay Recei ver + Repeater receives signals from Illumra 
self-powered wireless light switches and sensors and re-
broadcasts the signals an additional 50-150 feet. The repeater  
is also a relay receiver and can be used to control one  
electrical load.

PAYBACK DATA 
The lighting system re trofit reduced energy 
usage at least 50% due to the following upgrades: 

 �  Bi-level lighting / Daylighting 
 �  Automated Occupancy Controls 
 � Energy efficient fluorescent lamps & fixtures 
 � Individual and Master controls for all seven zones 

Integration e�orts were headed by NRG Industrial Lighting Mfg. 
Co. Because of the non-invasive nature of wireless and battery 
less retrofits; schools need not be taken out of service, creating 
an enormous energy saving opportunity if replicated across 
tens of thousands of schools around the country. ILLUMRA’s 
EnOcean-based controls make it easy for integrators to upgrade 
dated installations to match today’s lighting energy management 
standards and also to become eligible for rewards that come in 
addition to energy conservation - such as EPAct credits, LEED 
points and utility rebates.
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